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 MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 

MRS. MALE’S 
ACADEMIC 

STRATEGIES & 
HOMEROOM 

 
 

2:25-3:00 CHESS 
with Dr. Larkin 

 
 

Double Sessions 
schedule: 3RD & 6TH 
HOUR 5th grade 
academics today. 
 
Early release @ 2:10p 

 www.ixl.com is available to 
help you be successful in 

math. Sign in to build skills. 
 

 

 

 

PERSEVERE 

 

mailto:dmale@fhacademics.org
http://www.ixl.com/
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5th Grade 
MATHEMATICS 

   Lessons & 
Activities this week 
 
GOOGLE 
CLASSROOM 

CODE: 
zmx87bb 
 
Sections:  
 
 52/ 2nd Hour 
 56/ 5th Hour 
 57/ 6th Hour 

 
 

 
 
 

HIGHLIGHTED 
LINKS ARE 5th 
GRADE MATH 
RESOURCES 
TO SUPPORT 
THIS WEEK’S 
LESSONS. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Q4 DMR 1-1, 
https://www.beyondtextbo
oks.org/Preschool-5th/Fift
h_Grade/Math 

 
INTRO to this week’s 
concept: 5.M.MD.B.02 - 
The Highly Proficient 
student can create a 
line plot to display 
data and solve word 
problems involving 
line plots to interpret 
the solution as data. 
 
Lesson/Activity: 
Suggested Ppt. to use 
with paper/pencil 
response. 
https://www.beyondtext
books.org/Preschool-5t
h/Fifth_Grade/Math/Sta
ndards/5.M.MD.B.02/Tea
cher_Submitted_Resou
rces/Presentations/Crea
ting_Line_Plots_With_F
ractions 
  
 
Homework/reinforce:  
Suggested Worksheet 
from BT, ‘Line Plot One’ 
https://docs.google.co
m/document/d/1iRpXiNr
9ehzFkIR0vSju2vYGda
GlZ1AT3Iah9wqcWf0/ed
it 
 

Q4 DMR 1-2, 
https://www.beyondtextb
ooks.org/Preschool-5th/F
ifth_Grade/Math 
 
Concept: 5.M.MD.B.02 - 
The Highly Proficient 
student can create a 
line plot to display 
data and solve word 
problems involving 
line plots to interpret 
the solution as data. 
 
 
 
Self-correct Monday’s 
homework and staple 
into notebook. 
 
Lesson/Activity: 
Suggested Activity: 
Unwrapped Standards 
Performance Task. 
https://files.mtstatic.co
m/site_5922/39944/6?E
xpires=1582429642&Si
gnature=Fd7bSv~Gte-I
o4nl9PkBOK-TKFo8jX
M3lJacb5RShaGCpJFK
opb6S9C8OaVR0SrPJA
NIprVRoYg3sqhFRVpC
eS9Au-haxIUCVNZrBxq
Vxs3O1lOxonaI0myvEr
V7xeDhbFaXwuKLRsT
C9Fn02oPkis2vwkehW
MNpgNbVxfgnBrk_&Ke
y-Pair-Id=APKAJ5Y6AV
4GI7A555NA 
 

PBL DAY 
6TH HOUR  math today 
 
 
Lesson/Activity: 
https://jeopardylabs.co
m/play/5th-grade-measu
rement8 
 
2. Lesson/Activity: See 
Google Classroom, “IXL 
for week of 3/16/2020” 
to complete target 
skills. 
 
Homework: Work on 
IXL, Week of 3/16/2020. 
 
ONLINE RESOURCES: 
 
REVIEW: comparing 
fractions  
https://www.bing.com/videos/
search?q=comparing+fraction
s&&view=detail&mid=D2A4CB
3201B2DB5CA657D2A4CB320
1B2DB5CA657&&FORM=VRD
GAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearc
h%3Fq%3Dcomparing%2Bfra
ctions%26FORM%3DHDRSC3 

 
Graphing fractions as a 
line plot, real life 
problems  
https://www.bing.com/videos/
search?q=representing+real+
world+problems+with+line+pl
ots&&view=detail&mid=CA2E

Q4 DMR 1-4, 
https://www.beyondtextbooks
.org/Preschool-5th/Fifth_Grad
e/Math 
 
Concept: 5.M.MD.B.02 
- The Highly Proficient 
student can create a 
line plot to display 
data and solve word 
problems involving 
line plots to interpret 
the solution as data. 
 
Lesson/Activity: 
Suggested Activity 
using Problem of the 
Week: 
https://www.beyondtextbooks
.org/Preschool-5th/Fifth_Grad
e/Math/Standards/5.M.MD.B.0
2/Accommodations_and_Inte
rventions/POW_Extended_Ac
tivity 
 
ILLP: Focus on 
algorithms & geometric 
shapes.  
 
Homework/reinforce:  
Suggested Worksheet 
from BT, ‘Line Plot 
Two’ 
’https://docs.google.co
m/document/d/1iRpXiNr
9ehzFkIR0vSju2vYGda
GlZ1AT3Iah9wqcWf0/ed
it 
ONLINE RESOURCES 
More line plots with 
fractions 
https://www.bing.com/videos/

Q4 DMR, WK1, FRIDAY 
FIVE, 
https://www.beyondtext
books.org/Preschool-5t
h/Fifth_Grade/Math 
 
Concept: 5.M.MD.B.02 
- The Highly Proficient 
student can create a 
line plot to display 
data and solve word 
problems involving 
line plots to interpret 
the solution as data. 
 
Self-correct homework 
and hand it in! 
 
Lesson/Activity:  CFA 
5.M.MD.B.02, then,  
 
See Google Classroom, 
“IXL for week of 
3/16/2020” to complete 
target skills. 
 
ILLP: Focus on 
algorithms & geometric 
shapes.  
 
Homework: Work on 
IXL, Week of 3/16/2020. 
 
 
ONLINE RESOURCES: 
EXTENDED VIDEO: 
 
https://www.bing.com/videos/
search?q=line+plots%2c+5th
+grade&&view=detail&mid=7
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HIGHLIGHTED 
LINKS ARE 5th 
GRADE MATH 
RESOURCES, 
continued. 

THIS WEEK’S IXL 
ASSIGNMENTS(SEE 
Google Classroom for 
links!): W1, W10, W11, 
W12. 
Section W, All due for a 
grade by Friday.  
 
ILLP: Focus on 
algorithms & geometric 
shapes.  
 
ONLINE RESOURCES: 
Intro to Line Plots 
https://www.bing.com/videos/se
arch?q=Data+in+a+line+plot&&v
iew=detail&mid=881FF422BE7
BC3707A16881FF422BE7BC37
07A16&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=
%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3
DData%2Bin%2Ba%2Bline%2B
plot%26FORM%3DHDRSC3 
 
Understanding Mean, Median, 
and Mode 
https://www.mathantics.com/les
son/mean-median-and-mode 
 

ILLP: Focus on 
algorithms & geometric 
shapes.  
 
Homework: Work on 
IXL, Week of 3/16/2020. 
 
ONLINE RESOURCES: 
Use and Create Line Plots  
https://www.bing.com/videos/s
earch?q=interpreting+line+plot
s&&view=detail&mid=2812C1C
AADDF1C1A01102812C1CAA
DDF1C1A0110&&FORM=VRD
GAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearc
h%3Fq%3Dinterpreting%2520li
ne%2520plots%26qs%3Dn%2
6form%3DQBVRMH%26sp%3
D-1%26pq%3Dinterpreting%25
20line%2520plots%26sc%3D8-
23%26sk%3D%26cvid%3D29
BCA4F1A0F345D4B1BF2E065
2DA7F4E 
 
Find mean, median and 
range on a dot plot  
https://www.bing.com/videos/s
earch?q=interpreting+line+plot
s&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3f
q%3dinterpreting%2520line%2
520plots%26qs%3dn%26form
%3dQBVRMH%26sp%3d-1%2
6pq%3dinterpreting%2520line
%2520plots%26sc%3d8-23%2
6sk%3d%26cvid%3d29BCA4F
1A0F345D4B1BF2E0652DA7F
4E&view=detail&mid=3EE3D9
B21B2DD9B8D5273EE3D9B2
1B2DD9B8D527&&FORM=VD
RVRV 

0A52EDCBE7AAB8EECA2E0A
52EDCBE7AAB8EE&&FORM=
VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fs
earch%3Fq%3Drepresenting%
2520real%2520world%2520pro
blems%2520with%2520line%2
520plots%26qs%3Dn%26form
%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%2
6pq%3Drepresenting%2520re
al%2520world%2520problems
%2520with%2520line%2520pl
ots%26sc%3D0-48%26sk%3D
%26cvid%3D7ED7BDDD5DEC
4E30B1392C46B2BCAB03 
 
 
 
 
 
 

search?q=representing+real+
world+problems+with+line+pl
ots&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch
%3fq%3drepresenting%2520r
eal%2520world%2520problem
s%2520with%2520line%2520p
lots%26qs%3dn%26form%3d
QBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26pq
%3drepresenting%2520real%
2520world%2520problems%2
520with%2520line%2520plots
%26sc%3d0-48%26sk%3d%2
6cvid%3d7ED7BDDD5DEC4E
30B1392C46B2BCAB03&view
=detail&mid=141E1F4336263
A815485141E1F4336263A815
485&&FORM=VDRVRV 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

50D810A1021968194EA750D8
10A1021968194EA&&FORM=
VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2F
search%3Fq%3Dline%2Bplot
s%252c%2B5th%2Bgrade%26
FORM%3DHDRSC3 
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RESOURCES 
TO SUPPORT 
THIS WEEK’S 
LESSONS. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Q4 DMR 1-1, 
https://www.beyondtextbooks.or
g/6th-8th/Sixth_Grade/Math 
 
NOTE:  THERE ARE NO ‘6TH 
GRADE MATH STANDARDS 
INSTEAD, FOCUS IS 
AZMERIT REVIEW OF FIVE 
5TH GRADE STANDARD. 
INTRO 5TH GRADE REVIEW 
FOR AZ MERIT! 5.M.MD.B.02 
- The Highly Proficient 
student can create a line 
plot to display data and 
solve word problems 
involving line plots to 
interpret the solution as 
data. (SEE DMR, QUESTION 3) 
 
Lesson/Activity: Suggested 
Ppt. to use with paper/pencil 
response. 
https://www.beyondtextbooks
.org/Preschool-5th/Fifth_Grad
e/Math/Standards/5.M.MD.B.0
2/Teacher_Submitted_Resour
ces/Presentations/Creating_Li
ne_Plots_With_Fractions 
  
 
Homework/reinforce:  
Suggested Worksheet from 
BT, ‘Line Plot One’ 
https://docs.google.com/docu
ment/d/1iRpXiNr9ehzFkIR0vSj
u2vYGdaGlZ1AT3Iah9wqcWf0
/edit 
 

Q4 DMR, 1-2. 
https://www.beyondtextb
ooks.org/6th-8th/Sixth_G
rade/Math 
 
Concept: 5th grade 
standards review for 
AZ Merit (operating 
with fractions), 
Multiplying 
5.M.NF.B.06 - The 
Highly Proficient 
students can solve 
real-world word 
problems in context 
involving 
multiplication of 
fractions and mixed 
numbers. 
 
Self-correct Monday’s 
homework and staple 
into notebooks.. 
 
Lesson/Activity: 
Suggested hands on 
team activity. 
Measure using a 
fractional 
‘benchmark’ (8 ½” 
paper edge, 9 ⅓ cm 
straw, etc.) 
https://www.beyondte
xtbooks.org/Preschoo
l-5th/Fifth_Grade/Math
/Standards/5.M.NF.B.0
6/Accommodations_a

3RD HOUR TODAY  
 
Concept: 5th grade 
standards review for 
AZ Merit (operating 
with fractions), 
Adding & Subtracting 
5.M.NF.A.02 - The 
Highly Proficient 
student can solve 
word problems 
involving adding and 
subtracting three or 
more fractions with 
unlike denominators, 
including mixed 
numbers. 
 
Lesson/Activity: 
Suggested hands on 
team activity. Creating 
a schedule with 
fractional times. 
https://www.beyondtex
tbooks.org/Preschool-5
th/Fifth_Grade/Math/St
andards/5.M.NF.A.02/A
ccommodations_and_I
nterventions/Enrich_Ac
tivity_Plan_a_New_Sch
edule_with_Fractions 
 
 remember to complete 
Google Classroom/ 
“IXL for Week of 
03/02/2020” by Friday! 
 
 

Q4 DMR, 1-3, 
https://www.beyondtext
books.org/6th-8th/Sixth
_Grade/Math 
 
Concept: 5th grade 
standards review for 
AZ Merit (operating 
with fractions), 
Dividing 
5.M.NF.B.03 - The 
Highly Proficient 
student can create 
his or her own 
model to 
demonstrate 
division of whole 
numbers with 
answers in the form 
of fractions. 
 
Lesson/Suggested 
Activity: Ppt. 
w/paper/pencil & oral 
responses. 
https://www.beyondte
xtbooks.org/Prescho
ol-5th/Fifth_Grade/Ma
th/Standards/5.M.NF.
B.03/Teacher_Submit
ted_Resources/Prese
ntations/Interpreting_
Fractions_as_Divisio
n 
 
Homework: Practice  
https://www.beyondte
xtbooks.org/Prescho

Q4 DMR, Week 1, 
Friday Five, 
https://www.beyondte
xtbooks.org/6th-8th/Si
xth_Grade/Math 
 
Concept: 5th grade 
standards review 
for AZ Merit 
(hierarchy of quads 
& triangles) 
5.M.G.B.04 - The 
Highly Proficient 
student can 
classify 
two-dimensional 
figures in the 
hierarchy based on 
properties. 
 
Self-correct 
Thursday’s 
homework; hand-in 
for a grade. 
 
Suggested 
Lesson/Activity: 
Make a quadrilateral 
hierarchy poster.  
https://www.beyondt
extbooks.org/Presch
ool-5th/Fifth_Grade/
Math/Standards/5.M.
G.B.04/Teacher_Sub
mitted_Resources/Id
eas/2D_Hierarchy_P
osters 
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HIGHLIGHTED 
LINKS ARE 6th 
GRADE MATH 
RESOURCES, 
cont. 

THIS WEEK’S IXL 
ASSIGNMENTS(SEE Google 
Classroom for links!): 5TH 
GRADE REVIEW!!! 5TH W12, 
5TH L11, 5TH M36, 5TH N12, 
5TH BB’new’/Describe... 
 
Use and Create Line Plots  
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=i
nterpreting+line+plots&&view=detail&mi
d=2812C1CAADDF1C1A01102812C1C
AADDF1C1A0110&&FORM=VRDGAR&
ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dinte
rpreting%2520line%2520plots%26qs%3
Dn%26form%3DQBVRMH%26sp%3D-1
%26pq%3Dinterpreting%2520line%252
0plots%26sc%3D8-23%26sk%3D%26cv
id%3D29BCA4F1A0F345D4B1BF2E065
2DA7F4E 
 
Find mean, median and range on a 
dot plot  
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=i
nterpreting+line+plots&ru=%2fvideos%2
fsearch%3fq%3dinterpreting%2520line
%2520plots%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQ
BVRMH%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dinterpr
eting%2520line%2520plots%26sc%3d8-
23%26sk%3d%26cvid%3d29BCA4F1A0
F345D4B1BF2E0652DA7F4E&view=det
ail&mid=3EE3D9B21B2DD9B8D5273E
E3D9B21B2DD9B8D527&&FORM=VD
RVRV 
 
 
 
 

nd_Interventions/Mea
suring_the_Room 
 
 
Homework: IXL for 
Week of 01/20/2020 
 
ONLINE RESOURCES: 
https://www.bing.com/videos
/search?q=MULTIPLY+FRAC
TIONS+AND+MIXED+NUMBE
RS&&view=detail&mid=8062
647009775E28769E80626470
09775E28769E&&FORM=VRD
GAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsear
ch%3Fq%3DMULTIPLY%2BF
RACTIONS%2BAND%2BMIX
ED%2BNUMBERS%26FORM
%3DHDRSC3 
 
 

ONLINE RESOURCES: 
ADDING & 
SUBTRACTING 
UNLIKE FRACTIONS 
https://www.bing.com/videos
/search?q=ADDING+AND+SU
BTRACTING+UNLIKE+FRAC
TIONS&&view=detail&mid=E
6497FD4CA601C22441BE649
7FD4CA601C22441B&&FOR
M=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos
%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DADDING
%2520AND%2520SUBTRACT
ING%2520UNLIKE%2520FRA
CTIONS%26qs%3Dn%26form
%3DQBVR%26sp%3D-1%26g
hc%3D1%26pq%3Dadding%2
520and%2520subtracting%25
20unlike%2520fractio%26sc
%3D8-37%26sk%3D%26cvid
%3D0EFAFB3D7913423D98C
7DB177764231A 
 
ADD & SUBTRACT 
MIXED NUMBERS 
https://www.bing.com/videos
/search?q=How+to+Add+and
+Subtract+Fractions+Mixed+
Number&ru=%2fvideos%2fse
arch%3fq%3dHow%2bto%2b
Add%2band%2bSubtract%2b
Fractions%2bMixed%2bNum
ber%26Form%3dVDRSCL%2
6%3d0&view=detail&mid=F56
6AD60E2DA2DE77315F566A
D60E2DA2DE77315&&FORM
=VDRVRV 
 
 
 

ol-5th/Fifth_Grade/Ma
th/Standards/5.M.NF.
B.03/Teacher_Submit
ted_Resources/Work
sheets/Real_World_
Word_Problems_Invo
lving_Division_Leadi
ng_to_Mixed_Numbe
r_Answers 
 
 
ONLINE RESOURCES 
DIVIDE FRACTIONS 
USING MODELS 
https://www.bing.com/vide
os/search?q=model+fracti
onal+quotients&ru=%2fvid
eos%2fsearch%3fq%3dmo
del%2bfractional%2bquoti
ents%26FORM%3dHDRSC
3&view=detail&mid=E24A4
A26A821CF74F260E24A4A
26A821CF74F260&&FORM
=VDRVRV 
 

See Google 
Classroom, “IXL for 
week of 03/02/2020” 
to complete target 
skills. 
 
 
Homework:  NONE, 
so read, read, read! 
 
ONLINE 
RESOURCES: 
HIERARCHY OF 
QUADRILATERALS 
https://www.bing.com/vid
eos/search?q=HIERARCH
Y+OF+QUADRILATERAL
S&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearc
h%3fq%3dHIERARCHY%
2bOF%2bQUADRILATER
ALS%26FORM%3dHDRS
C3&view=detail&mid=46A
E29706C90533315DA46A
E29706C90533315DA&&F
ORM=VDRVRV 
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